VISON:

It is proposed that Green Dale Fields are opened up to the general public and with this new opportunities and considerations have emerged. The existing wildlife habitat is a key feature to be protected and retained in the proposals wherever possible. There are also opportunities to diversify the existing habitat to create mixed woodland, species rich meadows, mixed native hedgerows and a seasonal pond. Other key features include creating a picnic area, solar-powered sculpture, taxi trail and natural city links. The result is to create a new space for the public to enjoy and for the wildlife habitat to be enhanced and retained within a wider urban environment.

KEY:
- Granite setts crossovers, to slow cyclists down on Green Dale cycle path.
- Accessible footpath gravel footpaths along the main access road.
- Other pathways are mown grass.
- Drop bollards and panels to suit for pedestrians and maintenance vehicles at the sports pitch entrance.
- 2m high gabion fence with informal timber topped seating and sports pitch weld mesh perimeter fencing at 2m high.
- Children’s timber play area without internal fencing.
- Adult timber trim trail, including chin-ups, sit-ups, monkey bars and parallel bars.
- Picnic and planting area to encourage butterflies. The proposed surface is self binding gravel.
- Sculpture with reference to local history.
- Mixed wildflower meadows and grasses.
- Dense scrub retained and enhanced for wildlife habitat.
- Mown grass.
- Proposed mixed native hedges.
- Proposed new trees.
- Existing trees.
- Pond, dipping platform, path, seating and aquatic planting contained within a wider area, with timber post and rail fencing at 1m high.

Proposed entrances, with self closing gates next to existing lamp columns, with sensitive vegetation removal to increase sightlines in and out of Green Dale Fields and to make safer for both cyclists and pedestrians.

Natural grassland retained

Proposed perimeter fencing reduced to 1.2m high

Gabanon terrace with perimeter fence

Existing entrance widened with improved sightlines and a reduction in vegetation. Pending agreement from Sainsbury’s.

Sainsbury’s Superstore

Dulwich Hamlet Football Club

Stadium

Existing tennis court

Proposed tennis court

Remove tarmac of old tennis courts

Please see separate ‘Proposed Pond details’ for more information

Please see separate ‘Proposed Play Area Equipment’ for more information

Children’s play area without fencing

Mown grass path

Universally accessible path

Dense scrub retained and enhanced for wildlife habitat

Picnic and butterfly area

Gabanon terrace with perimeter fence

Improved sports pitch

Mown grass

Woodland meadows.

Species rich meadows

Trail

Proposed mixed native hedges

Proposed new trees

Existing trees

Pond, dipping platform, path, seating and aquatic planting contained within a wider area, with timber post and rail fencing at 1m high.
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